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Jacques Marie Ã‰mile Lacan (/ l É™ Ëˆ k É‘Ë• n /; French: [Ê’ak lakÉ‘Ìƒ]; 13 April 1901 â€“ 9 September
1981) was a French psychoanalyst and psychiatrist who has been called "the most controversial
psycho-analyst since Freud". Giving yearly seminars in Paris from 1953 to 1981, Lacan influenced many
leading French intellectuals in the 1960s and ...
Jacques Lacan - Wikipedia
translated by Marvin Gonzalez. Our possessions possess us. Some, through having misunderstood, possess
so much that they do not enjoy sufficiently and arrive at that turning point where money passes from the
means to the ends.
THE SYMPTOM 14 - lacan - jacques lacan/lacan dot com
In phenomenology, the terms the Other and the Constitutive Other identify the other human being, in their
differences from the Self, as being a cumulative, constituting factor in the self-image of a person; as their
acknowledgement of being real; hence, the Other is dissimilar to and the opposite of the Self, of Us, and of
the Same.
Other (philosophy) - Wikipedia
Noam Chomsky's well-known political views have tended to overshadow his groundbreaking work as a
linguist and analytic philosopher. As a result, people sometimes assume that because Chomsky is a leftist,
he would find common intellectual ground with the postmodernist philosophers of the European Left.
Noam Chomsky Slams Å½iÅ¾ek and Lacan: Empty 'Posturing
Die Postmoderne (von lateinisch post â€šhinterâ€˜, â€šnachâ€˜) ist im allgemeinen Sinn der Zustand der
abendlÃ¤ndischen Gesellschaft, Kultur und Kunst â€žnachâ€œ der Moderne.
Postmoderne â€“ Wikipedia
Interview met Johan Braeckman over kritisch denken door Eric Bracke in Knack nr. 18 van 4 mei 2011.
(PDF-file 414kB)
De Ongelovige Thomas heeft een punt
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1. Precursors. The philosophical modernism at issue in postmodernism begins with Kant's â€œCopernican
revolution,â€• that is, his assumption that we cannot know things in themselves and that objects of
knowledge must conform to our faculties of representation (Kant 1787).
Postmodernism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
1. Introduction 1.1 Overview of Levinas's Philosophy. Jacques Derrida pointed out in 1967 that â€œLevinas
does not want to propose laws or moral rulesâ€¦it is a matter of [writing] an ethics of ethics.â€• An ethics of
ethics means, here, the exploration of conditions of possibility of any interest in good actions or lives.
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